Intersectioning students/faculty/staff – individuals with records at both PC and Georgia State prior to consolidation will have a Panther number as their primary ID. Any individual who did not have a Panther number prior to consolidation, will keep their PC ID beginning with 900. Effective Spring 2017, all newly admitted students processed in the consolidated Banner INB BPROD database will have leading zeros Panther number instead of a 900 number. We are aware of duplicate record issues and they are being resolved accordingly.

A new UA (Undergraduate Associate) level is created for PC students. Intersectioning students will have records with a UA (Undergraduate Associate) and a US (Undergraduate Semester) level.

Due to consolidation, curriculum information on SGASTDN may not be in order by term. To easily view information in term order, on the curriculum tab, perform a query using Level as the identifier. We are aware of curriculum issues and they are being resolved accordingly.

The following are the new student types created for consolidation and will be used in SAAADMS and SGASTDN. The Undergraduate Admissions office will admit and process these transition students. The Undergraduate Admissions office is the only office that will create a SGASTDN record with these transition student types.

- “O” for UA Transitioning to 4 year. These are current PC students pursing a 2-year program admitted into a 4-year program.
- “R” for US Transitioning to 2 year. These are current students pursing a 4-year program admitted into a 2-year program.

There will be no registration data in SFAREGS for any Perimeter College students in the consolidated Banner database prior 201608. The first time that Perimeter College students will have registration data in SFAREGS will be 201608 because all students will be using the consolidated Banner database (BPROD) to register. Registration audit data for Perimeter College prior to 201608 will be in SFASTCA when we bring over grades for Spring and Summer 2016.

The course information for PC students currently enrolled for 201601 and 201605 are sync over from the PC Banner database as UA level courses in academic history with IP grades. They can be viewed in SHACRSE or SHATERM. Once grades are posted the each of these terms, we will have a mini conversion to bring over the final grades.
- SHATERM will now keep frozen GPA records for intersecting students. To view UA level GPA, select UA level in the key block. To view US level GPA, select US level in the key block. The US level will have 2 Term GPA strips.
  - 000001 - Frozen GPC/UA hours without GPA penalty
  - 000002 - Institutional Cumulative hours prior to Fall 2016 and hours AND GPA effective Fall 2016 and forward

- To identify what department a course at Perimeter College (PC) belongs to, check SSAOVRR.

- Prior to 201608, on SCACRSE/SCADETL and the academic evaluations, course numbers that end with a dot are PC courses. Effective 201608, PC courses course numbers will no longer end with a dot.

- Since Georgia State and Perimeter College are now one institution, credits previously listed as transfer credits from Perimeter College, are now listed as UA level institutional credits.